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Legal information

Legal information
Use of application examples
Application examples illustrate the solution of automation tasks through an interaction of several
components in the form of text, graphics and/or software modules. The application examples are
a free service by Siemens AG and/or a subsidiary of Siemens AG (“Siemens”). They are nonbinding and make no claim to completeness or functionality regarding configuration and
equipment. The application examples merely offer help with typical tasks; they do not constitute
customer-specific solutions. You yourself are responsible for the proper and safe operation of the
products in accordance with applicable regulations and must also check the function of the
respective application example and customize it for your system.
Siemens grants you the non-exclusive, non-sublicensable and non-transferable right to have the
application examples used by technically trained personnel. Any change to the application
examples is your responsibility. Sharing the application examples with third parties or copying the
application examples or excerpts thereof is permitted only in combination with your own products.
The application examples are not required to undergo the customary tests and quality inspections
of a chargeable product; they may have functional and performance defects as well as errors. It is
your responsibility to use them in such a manner that any malfunctions that may occur do not
result in property damage or injury to persons.
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Disclaimer of liability
Siemens shall not assume any liability, for any legal reason whatsoever, including, without
limitation, liability for the usability, availability, completeness and freedom from defects of the
application examples as well as for related information, configuration and performance data and
any damage caused thereby. This shall not apply in cases of mandatory liability, for example
under the German Product Liability Act, or in cases of intent, gross negligence, or culpable loss of
life, bodily injury or damage to health, non-compliance with a guarantee, fraudulent
non-disclosure of a defect, or culpable breach of material contractual obligations. Claims for
damages arising from a breach of material contractual obligations shall however be limited to the
foreseeable damage typical of the type of agreement, unless liability arises from intent or gross
negligence or is based on loss of life, bodily injury or damage to health. The foregoing provisions
do not imply any change in the burden of proof to your detriment. You shall indemnify Siemens
against existing or future claims of third parties in this connection except where Siemens is
mandatorily liable.
By using the application examples you acknowledge that Siemens cannot be held liable for any
damage beyond the liability provisions described.

Other information
Siemens reserves the right to make changes to the application examples at any time without
notice. In case of discrepancies between the suggestions in the application examples and other
Siemens publications such as catalogs, the content of the other documentation shall have
precedence.
The Siemens terms of use (https://support.industry.siemens.com) shall also apply.

Security information
Siemens provides products and solutions with industrial security functions that support the secure
operation of plants, systems, machines and networks.
In order to protect plants, systems, machines and networks against cyber threats, it is necessary
to implement – and continuously maintain – a holistic, state-of-the-art industrial security concept.
Siemens’ products and solutions constitute one element of such a concept.
Customers are responsible for preventing unauthorized access to their plants, systems, machines
and networks. Such systems, machines and components should only be connected to an
enterprise network or the Internet if and to the extent such a connection is necessary and only
when appropriate security measures (e.g. firewalls and/or network segmentation) are in place.
For additional information on industrial security measures that may be implemented, please visit
Fehler! Linkreferenz ungültig..
Siemens’ products and solutions undergo continuous development to make them more secure.
Siemens strongly recommends that product updates are applied as soon as they are available
and that the latest product versions are used. Use of product versions that are no longer
supported, and failure to apply the latest updates may increase customer’s exposure to cyber
threats.
To stay informed about product updates, subscribe to the Siemens Industrial Security RSS Feed
at: Fehler! Linkreferenz ungültig..
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1 Introduction

1

Introduction

1.1

Overview
During the project planning phase of a plant or during the implementation of
extensions, it is often necessary to simulate HMI and control projects. This is
particularly the case if the system is set up during the project planning phase. The
simulation requirements can be very extensive depending on the task. For
example, it may be necessary to simulate several controllers and HMI operating
devices.
This application example describes how to simulate different HMI and control
components individually or together.

1.2

Validity:
With the following instructions, it is possible to simulate various controllers and HMI
operating devices.

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

The application example is valid for the following HMI simulations:
•

Basic/Comfort Panels

•

Runtime Advanced

•

Runtime Professional

The application example is valid for the following control simulations:

1.3

•

SIMATIC S7-1500

•

SIMATIC ET 200SP

Example scenarios
This section shows you various simulation scenarios. The implementation is dealt
with in detail in the following chapters. The components used, prerequisites and
any restrictions are explained at the beginning of the individual scenarios.

Simulation of an HMI operator panel
•

The project consists of one or more HMI operator panels and controllers.

•

An HMI operating device is not available and must be simulated.

•

The control devices are available

Simulation of an HMI operating device and a control system (local)
•

The project consists of an HMI control unit and a control unit.

•

The HMI device must be simulated.

•

The control must be simulated

Simulation of one or more controllers and/or HMI operating devices
•

The project consists of several HMI operator panels and controls

•

One or more HMI operating devices must be simulated.

•

One or more controls must be simulated
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1 Introduction

1.4

Principle of operation
Siemens provides various software tools for the simulation of SIMATIC HMI
operating devices and SIMATIC controllers.
•

PLCSIM V15.1

•

PLCSIM Advanced V2.0

•

HMI Runtime simulation V15.1 (Available in the TIA Portal)

Which simulation tool is best to use when is discussed in Section 2 using different
example scenarios

1.5

Components used
The following hardware and software components were used to create this
application example:
Table 1-1

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

Component

Quantit
y

Article number

Note

STEP 7 Professional
V15 / V15.1

1

6ES7822-1..05-..

Or higher

WinCC Engineering V15

1

6AV210.-....5-0

Or higher

SIMATIC
CPU 1516-3 PN/DP

2

6ES7516-3AN00-0AB0

Or other 1500 CPU and
ET 200SP with CPU

PLCSIM V15.1

1

PLCSIM Advanced V2.0
SP1

1

Included with STEP 7
Professional V15/15.1.
6ES7823-1FA01-0YE5

Windows 10 LTSC

This application example consists of the following components:
Table 1-2
Component
Documentation

File name

Note

109748099_Simulation_of_WinCC(TIA Portal)
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2 Example scenario 1:
Simulation of an HMI operator panel

2

Example scenario 1:
Simulation of an HMI operator panel

2.1

Introduction
This example shows you how to simulate an HMI operating device. The system
can consist of any number of components.
The simulation software, which is completely integrated into the TIA portal, is used
for this application.
Depending on the installed WinCC version, "Basic Panels, Comfort Panels or PC
Runtime Systems" can be simulated. A license is not required for this.

2.2

Requirements

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

These are the necessary prerequisites for the simulation of an HMI operating
device:

2.3

•

The rest of the automation system is physically present.

•

The automation system is fully configured and loaded.

•

STEP 7 Basic/Professional V15.1 is installed on the engineering system.

•

The engineering system is physically networked with the automation system
and is located in the same IP band.

Example configuration
Figure 2-1

Start
Stop

SIMATIC IPC
Start
Stop

Engineering system
Switch

SIMATIC PLC

SIMATIC PLC

PROFINET / IE
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2 Example scenario 1:
Simulation of an HMI operator panel

2.4

Configuration
1. Use the ping command at the command prompt of the engineering PC to
check whether all participants of the automation system can be reached.
2. Check the settings in the PG/PC interface of the engineering PC under "Start >
Control Panel > All Control Elements > Set PG/PC Interface" ("Start > Control
Panel > All Control Panel Items > Set PG/PC Interface"). Select your network
card for the access point (here "CP_L2_1") you want to use. In this case
"Intel….…TCPIP".

Note

Often "S7Online" is selected as the access point for the PG/PC interface. This
interface has the advantage that it is set by default for communication between
the Runtime Advanced and the panels.

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

Figure 2-2
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2 Example scenario 1:
Simulation of an HMI operator panel

2.5

Start the HMI simulation
1. Open your project planning on the engineering system.
2. Select the HMI system/device to be simulated.
3. Click the Simulation button on the top toolbar.

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

Figure 2-3

2.6

Simulation
•

When the simulation is started, the HMI project is translated.

•

You can operate the runtime as usual with your mouse.

•

To check the successful connection of your HMI device to the controllers, you
can use the System diagnostics view control. This control gives you an
overview of all connections of the HMI device. The name of the device is
displayed and a green check mark indicates a successful connection (see
following figure).

Figure 2-4

Note

You can only start the simulation of an "HMI operator panel" on a PC.
If the WinCC software (TIA Portal) including the integrated simulation software is
installed on several PCs, you can simulate further HMI operating devices from
these PC stations and exchange data with the SIMATIC controller.
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2 Example scenario 1:
Simulation of an HMI operator panel

2.7

Closing the simulation
•

You can terminate the runtime simulation as usual using the "Exit runtime"
function, which you have integrated, for example, in the click event of a button.

•

If you have not yet inserted a "Exit Runtime" function in your HMI project, you
can end the runtime in the "Notification area" of Windows.
Click with the right mouse button on the runtime icon (1). In the context menu
that opens, click on the entry "Exit Graphics Runtime" ("Deactivate Runtime")
(2).

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

Figure 2-5
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3 Example scenario 2:
Simulation of an HMI operating device and a control system (local)

3

Example scenario 2:
Simulation of an HMI operating device and
a control system (local)

3.1

Introduction
This example shows you how to simulate an HMI operating device and a SIMATIC
controller. The automation system consists only of these two components, or only
the functionality of these two components is to be tested together.
The simulation software PLCSIM V15.1 blocks the communication to external
participants. Therefore, only these two components can interact with each other
in this example scenario.

Note

The simulation software, which is completely integrated into the TIA portal, is used
for this application.

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

Depending on the WinCC version installed, basic panels, comfort panels or PC
runtime systems and the SIMATIC controls integrated in the TIA portal can be
simulated. A license is not required for this.
Note

The separate installation of the software "SIMATIC S7PLCSIM V15.1" is
necessary because it is not installed by default with the TIA portal. After
installation, the software is integrated into the TIA Portal and operated via it.
The download of the software "SIMATIC S7PLCSIM V15.1" can be found under
the following link:
https://support.industry.siemens.com/cs/ww/en/view/109761045

3.2

Requirements
These are the necessary prerequisites for the simulation of an HMI operating
device and a SIMATIC controller.
•

The automation system to be tested consists only of an HMI operating unit and
a SIMATIC controller.

•

The automation system is fully configured.

•

STEP 7 Basic/Professional V15.1 is installed on the engineering system.

•

SIMATIC S7PLCSIM V15.1 is installed on the engineering system.
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3 Example scenario 2:
Simulation of an HMI operating device and a control system (local)

3.3

Example configuration
This figure shows an example of the structure of the plant to be simulated. The
system consists of a controller and an HMI control unit. Both components are
simulated on the engineering system.
Figure 3-1

Start

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

Stop

PROFINET / IE

Engineering system
3.4

PROFINET / IE
Configuration

Since communication is only carried out within your engineering system, no special
settings need to be made in the system.
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3 Example scenario 2:
Simulation of an HMI operating device and a control system (local)

3.5

Staring the control simulation
1. Open your project planning on the engineering system.
2. Select the SIMATIC control to be simulated in the project navigator or in the
network overview.
3. Click the Simulation button on the top toolbar.

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

Figure 3-2

Note

After activating the button to start the simulation, you receive the message "All
other online interfaces are deactivated by starting the simulation".
This means that the system switches the PG/PC interface to "PLCSIM.TCPIP".
Due to the conversion of the PG/PC interface, it is no longer possible to establish
a connection to external devices. Confirm the message with "OK".
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3 Example scenario 2:
Simulation of an HMI operating device and a control system (local)
4. After confirming the warning, a window with the display of the simulated control
and the window for extended loading appears. Search and load your controller
as usual. The "PLCSIM" simulation interface is automatically selected as the
PG/PC interface for loading.

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

Figure 3-3

5. After successful loading, the simulated SIMATIC control is configured and
ready for operation. You can switch them to RUN mode.
Figure 3-4
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3 Example scenario 2:
Simulation of an HMI operating device and a control system (local)

3.6

Start the HMI simulation
1. Open your project planning on the engineering system.
2. Select the HMI system/device to be simulated.
3. Click the Simulation button on the top toolbar. When the simulation is started,
the HMI project is translated.

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

Figure 3-5

3.7

Simulation
•

When the simulation is started, the HMI project is translated.

•

You can operate the runtime as usual with your mouse.

•

To check the successful connection of your HMI device to the controllers, you
can use the System diagnostics view control. This control gives you an
overview of all connections of the HMI device. The name of the device is
displayed and a green check mark indicates a successful connection (see
following figure).

Figure 3-6
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Simulation of an HMI operating device and a control system (local)
•

If the connection was not successfully established or interrupted, e.g. by
switching off the simulated control, an error is displayed in the Diagnostic
Control for the corresponding connection.

Figure 3-7

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

3.8

Closing the simulation
•

You can quit the control by clicking the close symbol in the upper right corner
of the simulation window.

•

You can end the runtime simulation as usual using the "End Runtime" function,
which you have included in the click event of a button, for example.

Figure 3-8

•

If you have not yet inserted a "Exit Runtime" function in your HMI project, you
can end the runtime in the "Notification area" of Windows.
To do this, right-click on the runtime icon (1). In the context menu that opens,
click on the entry "Exit Graphics Runtime" ("Deactivate Runtime") (2).
Figure 3-9
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4 Example scenario 3:
Simulation of one or more controllers and/or HMI operating devices

4

Example scenario 3:
Simulation of one or more controllers
and/or HMI operating devices

4.1

Introduction
This example shows you how to simulate one or more HMI operator interfaces and
SIMATIC controllers. The automation system consists of any number of
components.
For this application, a simulation software integrated into the TIA portal and the
additional software PLCSIM Advanced (V2.0) are used.
Depending on the installed WinCC version, "Basic Panels, Comfort Panels or PC
Runtime Systems" can be simulated.
With the program PLCSIM Advanced (V2.0) you can simulate up to 16 SIMATIC
S7-1500 and SIMATIC ET 200 controllers.

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

4.2

Prerequisites for the Simulation of Multiple Controls
These are the necessary prerequisites for the simulation of the HMI operator
interfaces and SIMATIC controllers.

4.3

•

The automation system is fully configured.

•

STEP 7 Basic/Professional V15.1 is installed on the engineering system.

•

SIMATIC S7PLCSIM Advanced (V2.0) is installed on the engineering system.

Prerequisites for the simulation of several HMI
operating devices
•

The automation system is fully configured.

•

You have several engineering systems or several virtual machines which
function as an engineering system.

•

STEP 7 Basic/Professional V15.1 is installed on all engineering systems.

•

Project planning is available on all engineering systems (or virtual machines).
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4 Example scenario 3:
Simulation of one or more controllers and/or HMI operating devices

4.4

Example configuration
This figure shows an example of the structure of the automation system to be
simulated. The automation system consists of several physical and simulated
components. In contrast to the PLCSIM V15.1 simulation software, the PLCSIM
Advanced software does not block communication with external participants.
Figure 4-1

Start
Stop
Start
Stop Start

Stop

SIMATIC
IPC

Switch
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SIMATIC
PLC

PROFINET / IE

Engineering system
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4 Example scenario 3:
Simulation of one or more controllers and/or HMI operating devices

4.5

Configuration
1. Use the ping command via the "command window" of the engineering PC to
check whether all participants of the automation system can be reached.
2. Check the settings in the PG/PC interface of the engineering system under
"Start > Control Panel > All Control Elements > Set PG/PC Interface" ("Start >
Control Panel > All Control Panel Items > Set PG/PC Interface"). Select your
network card for the access point (here "CP_L2_1") you want to use. In this
case "Siemens PLCSIM Virtual Ethernet Adapter.TCPIP.1".

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

Figure 4-2
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4 Example scenario 3:
Simulation of one or more controllers and/or HMI operating devices
3. Open the network settings under Start > Control Panel > Network and Internet
> Network and Sharing Center > Change Adapter Settings.
4. For both adapters, enter an IP address that is in the same IP band as the
automation system.
By default, two Ethernet adapters are displayed. Depending on which adapter
you use to configure the S7-PLCSIM Advanced (V2.0) Station, different
communication options are available.

Note

•

(1) The existing hardware network card.

•

(2) The PLCSIM adapter interface that is installed with the installation of S7PLCSIM Advanced.
When PLCSIM Advanced is configured, this adapter (2) is referred to as
"<Local>". (see Figure 4-6)

Figure 4-3

1

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

2

4.6

Starting the PLCSIM Advanced
1. Start PLCSIM Advanced from the desktop shortcut that is created with the
installation (1).
2. Double-click the "PLCSIM" icon in the Windows "Notification area" (2).
3. The operating window ("Control Panel") of "S7-PLCSIM Advanced V2.0 SP1"
is opened.
Figure 4-4
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4 Example scenario 3:
Simulation of one or more controllers and/or HMI operating devices

4.7

Generate new PLC instances
This section shows you how to create new control instances using the PLCSIM
Advanced operating window. (see Figure 4-5)
1. Set the switch to "PLCSIM Virtual Eth. Adapter" (1).
2. Use the drop-down list to select the adapter used for communication (2).
3. Unfold the properties of the controller (3).
4. Enter any name for the SIMATIC control to be simulated and enter the
configured IP and subnet mask (4).
5. Select the type of control you want to simulate (5).
6. Click on the "Start" button. After a short delay, a new instance is created (6).
7. In the area below the "Start" button you can see the individual instances
created with IP address and operating status (7).

Note

You must create an "instance" for each SIMATIC control to be simulated. 16
instances can be operated simultaneously. To create additional instances, repeat
steps 2 to 4.

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

Each additional control instance that you create uses a CPU kernel. Make sure
that the simulating computer has enough cores for the control instances.
Figure 4-5

7
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Simulation of one or more controllers and/or HMI operating devices
Information on TCP / IP communication (S7-PLCSIM Advanced)
•

<Local> => Siemens PLCSIM Virtual Ethernet Adapter

If you use the adapter "<Local>", then you cannot communicate with the simulated
CPU "externally" to external participants.
•

Name of the network adapter => Existing hardware network card

You can communicate both "externally" and "internally" with the simulated CPU. You
can therefore communicate with an externally available HMI operating device and
with an "internally" simulated HMI operating device.
•

"TCP/IP communication with"

The selected configuration under "TCP/IP communication with" always refers to all
instances.

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

Figure 4-6
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Simulation of one or more controllers and/or HMI operating devices

4.8

Adapt / check project properties
1. In the project navigation, right-click on the project name (1) and open the
"Properties..." window. ("Properties...") (2).

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

Figure 4-7

2. Open the "Protection" tab(1)..
3. Activate the option box "Support simulation during block compilation" (2) and
confirm the setting with the "OK" button (3).
Figure 4-8
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4 Example scenario 3:
Simulation of one or more controllers and/or HMI operating devices

4.9

Transfer control program
1. In the project navigation, select the control that you want to simulate.
2. Transfer the control program. To do this, click on the "Download to Device"
icon in the function bar. The window for extended loading opens.
3. Select the entry "SIEMENS PLCSIM Virtual Ethernet Adapter" from the
dropdown list "PG/PC Interface" ("PG/PC Interface") (1).
4. Press the "Start search" button (2).
5. In the search results, select the control to which you want to transfer the
program (3).
6. Click the "Load" button (4).

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

Figure 4-9

7. The following windows for loading are the same as those that appear when
loading a hardware/software controller. Perform the loading as usual.

Note

Loading a controller simulated with PLCSIM Advanced is identical to loading a
conventional SIMATIC controller.
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Simulation of one or more controllers and/or HMI operating devices

4.10

Note

Adapting the Properties of the HMI Project Planning
•

Deactivate the automatic selection function (1) in the options of the HMI
connection of your HMI device to the simulated PLC.

•

In the settings of the HMI connections, make sure that an access point is used
via which the runtime can communicate with the simulated controller. In this
case it is the access point "CP_L2_1" (2) via which the "PLCSIM Virtual
Ethernet Adapter" is connected as interface. (see Figure 4-2)
For the Runtime Professional HMI connections, you can select the access point
from a list of available resources. Network adapters can also be selected directly
as access points for communication. With the Runtime Advanced, Basic and
Comfort, "S7Online" is set as the default access point, which is connected to a
network adapter via the "PG/PC interface". In general, it is also recommended to
set up the HMI connection via access points and the PG/PC interface for the
Runtime Professional. It is important that the configured access point has the
same name as the one you switch to the network adapter in the PG/PC interface.

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

Figure 4-10:
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Simulation of one or more controllers and/or HMI operating devices

4.11

Start the HMI simulation
1. Open your project planning on the engineering system.
2. Select the HMI system/device to be simulated.
3. Click the Simulation button on the top toolbar.
4. When the simulation is started, the HMI project is translated and the runtime
simulation is started.

© Siemens AG 2019 All rights reserved

Figure 4-11

4.12

Simulate multiple HMI devices
•

Each engineering system can only simulate one HMI device at a time

•

To simulate multiple HMI devices, you must provide multiple Engineer systems.
You can do this with several computers or with one computer on which you
operate several virtual machines. Every computer that is to simulate an HMI
device requires the "STEP 7 Professional V15 / V15.1" software.

•

You can perform and test the simulation of any HMI device according to the
instructions in this section 4.11.
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4 Example scenario 3:
Simulation of one or more controllers and/or HMI operating devices

4.13

Simulation
•

You can operate the runtime as usual with your mouse.

•

To check the successful connection of your HMI device to the controllers, you
can use the System diagnostics view control. This control gives you an
overview of all connections of the HMI device. The name of the device is
displayed and a green check mark indicates a successful connection (see
following figure).
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Figure 4-12

•

You can see the operation status (here RUN) of the controller in the info area
of the "PLCSIM Advanced" window.

Figure 4-13
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4 Example scenario 3:
Simulation of one or more controllers and/or HMI operating devices

4.14

Closing the control simulation
•

You can switch (1), deactivate (2), or close (3) each simulated control
individually into the "Stop" mode via the marked buttons.

•

You can terminate the PLCSIM Advanced program and thus all simulations
simultaneously by pressing the "Exit" button (4).

Figure 4-14

1
2
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3

4

4.15

Closing the runtime simulation
•

You can end the runtime simulation as usual using the "Exit runtime" function,
which you have integrated, for example, in the click event of a button.

•

If you have not yet inserted a "Exit Runtime" function in your HMI project, you
can end the runtime in the "Notification area" of Windows.

•

Right-click on the runtime icon (1). In the context menu that opens, click on the
entry "Exit Graphics Runtime" ("Deactivate Runtime") (2).
Figure 4-15
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5 Appendix

5

Appendix

5.1

Service and support

Industry Online Support
Do you have any questions or need assistance?
Siemens Industry Online Support offers round the clock access to our entire
service and support know-how and portfolio.
The Industry Online Support is the central address for information about our
products, solutions and services.
Product information, manuals, downloads, FAQs, application examples and videos
– all information is accessible with just a few mouse clicks:
https://support.industry.siemens.com

Technical Support
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The Technical Support of Siemens Industry provides you fast and competent
support regarding all technical queries with numerous tailor-made offers
– ranging from basic support to individual support contracts. Please send queries
to Technical Support via Web form:
www.siemens.com/industry/supportrequest
SITRAIN – Training for Industry
We support you with our globally available training courses for industry with
practical experience, innovative learning methods and a concept that’s tailored to
the customer’s specific needs.
For more information on our offered trainings and courses, as well as their
locations and dates, refer to our web page:
www.siemens.com/sitrain

Service offer
Our range of services includes the following:
•

Plant data services

•

Spare parts services

•

Repair services

•

On-site and maintenance services

•

Retrofitting and modernization services

•

Service programs and contracts

You can find detailed information on our range of services in the service catalog
web page:
Fehler! Linkreferenz ungültig.

Industry Online Support app
You will receive optimum support wherever you are with the "Siemens Industry
Online Support" app. The app is available for Apple iOS, Android and Windows
Phone:
Fehler! Linkreferenz ungültig.
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5 Appendix

5.2

Links and Literature
Table 5-1
No.

Topic

\1\

Siemens Industry Online Support
https://support.industry.siemens.com

\2\

Link to the entry page of the application example
https://support.industry.siemens.com/cs/ww/en/view/109748099

\3\

5.3

Change documentation
Table 5-2
Date

V1.0

09/2019

Change
First version
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